The search for microRNA genes in the regions of two very late genes of *Bombyx mori* nuclear polyhedrosis virus
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**Aim.** *B. mori* nuclear polyhedrosis virus (NPV) codes two very late genes – polyhedrin (ph) and p10. Search for miRs genes in these regions is of interest because the polyhedra, formed at the very late stage of the virus development, include small RNA of 50–60 nt. The present work was aimed at search for potential precursors of miR transcribed from the late promoter element RTAAG and the TATA promoter elements located in the ph and p10 genes regions. **Methods.** The search was performed using the bioinformatic programs for miR prediction: MiPred, miRNA SVM, Micropocessor SVM, and RNAfold. **Results.** It has been predicted that the region of ph gene encodes two predicted miRs (bmoNPV-miR-1ph, bmoNPV-miR-2ph) and one predicted potential (C) precursor bmoNPV-pre-miR-1Cph, which is not a Dicer substrate. The region containing p10 gene encodes one predicted miR – bmoNPV-miR-3p10. **Conclusions.** A possibility of regulation of the genes orf 1629 and p74 expression by the predicted miRs, located in the same regions of a complementary chain, is assumed.
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**Introduction.** MicroRNA (miRs) are among three most prevailing classes of small non-coding RNAs of 20–30 nucleotides (miRNAs, siRNAs, piRNAs), initiating RNA-interfering. miRs are bioregulators of gene expression in eukaryotic cells. The biogenesis, functioning, biochemical and bioinformatic approaches to miRs study, their participation in the regulation of various cell processes as well as their relation to some pathology have been previously described in [1]. siRNA, piRNA, and other small non-coding RNA are described in [2]. Besides eukaryotes, miRs are also revealed in viruses, in particular, in large DNA-containing ones [3]. Among RNA-containing viruses miRs were found in human immunodeficiency virus [4, 5]. However, little is
known about miRs role in the virus–cell interrelations. A few experimental articles and reviews on this problem have been published [6–8].

Baculoviruses are attributed to the class of large DNA-containing viruses. Nuclear polyhedrosis viruses (NPV) are an independent serological group of baculoviruses, virions of which integrate into the inclusion bodies – polyhedra – at the very late stages of the virus development. Polyhedra-forming protein (polyhedrin) is the product of one of two very late genes. The second gene, p10, encodes protein p10. The expression of both genes is initiated by the late promoter elements – A/G/T/TAAG [9].

Search for miR precursors (pre-miR) in RNAs, transcribed from two very late promoters of genome of B. mori NPV is of interest because the polyhedra of B. mori NPV, formed at the very late stage of the virus development, include not only virions, but also small RNA of 50–60 nucleotides [10]. This allowed us suggest their being pre-miR as these molecules are known to be of 50–100 nucleotides. Predicted pre-miR, included into polyhedra, is most likely to be processed from the very late transcripts and seized by polyhedrin in the process of polyhedra formation. Both mRNA of polyhedrin and p10 are attributed to these very late transcripts [9]. It is also possible that polyhedra may include either pre-miRs, processed from other late transcripts, or host pre-miR-let7. The rise of miR-let7 synthesis at the stage of larva transformation into pupa was observed by the authors of [11]. We used exactly this stage of the insect development to isolate polyhedra for their investigation (cocoons, containing dead larvae). Further biochemical investigation on RNA from polyhedra would help clearing out which small RNA is included into polyhedra.

The current work presents the results of bioinformatic approach to the search for pre-miRs and miRs not only in the transcripts, synthesized from the TAAG-promoter element for two very late proteins, but also in alternative transcripts (alts), synthesized from the predicted TATA promoter elements, located in the ph and p10 genes regions of the B. mori NPV genome.

**Materials and Methods.** The nucleotide sequence of the genome of B. mori NPV was obtained from ICTVdB Management (2006) 00.006.0.01. Nucleopolyhedrovirus (ICTVdB – The Universal Virus Database, version 4. Columbia University, New York, USA (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ICTVdb/ICTVdB/00.006.0.01.htm).

Among existing programmes for microRNA prediction we selected the ones, the algorithm of which does not have the criterion of conservatism, since viral microRNAs are not conservative in contrast to microRNA of eukaryotes. The secondary structure of alts (hypothetical primary transcripts - h-pri-miR) was investigated using RNAfold programmes (http://rna.tdi.univie.ac.at/cgibin/RNAfold.cgi) [12]. The programme of predicting and processing pri-miR was used to search for alternative transcripts of sls (stem-loop structure) of 48–150 nt, which are Drosha and Dicer substrates (https://demol.interagon.com/miRNA/). Predicted pre-miR and mature miR were considered as substrates with the score, exceeding the intersection of curves of sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp) — > 0.55 [13]. The hairpins, processed by Drosha, but not processed by Dicer, were considered to be candidate (C).

The nucleotide sequences of hairpin structures, revealed in the alternative transcripts, were also studied using RNAfold programme. The processed hairpins were considered as sls with the value of free energy folding of –23.0 kcal/mol [12] or (in terms of kilojoules) –96.6 kilojoules/mol. Searching for miR in B. mori genome using RNAfold programme, Tong et al. [14] selected the value of free energy “exceeding 105 kilojoules/mol” as a “filter”. The value, accepted by us, was 100 kilojoules/mol. The search for real and pseudo pre-miR was performed using miPred programme (http://www.bioinf.seu.edu.cn/miRNA/index.html) [15].

The search for mature miR in the predicted pre-miR was performed using miRscan programme (http://genes.mit.edu/miRscan/) [16]. The nucleotide sequence of the investigated pre-miR was introduced in miRscan as the first and second sequences.

**Results and Discussion.** The late transcription in baculoviruses is initiated by TAAG-promoter element and terminated by polyT-sequence [9]. It is known that three polyhedrin transcripts of 1,16; 3,4, and 4,9 thousand b.p. [17] and two p10 transcripts of 0.75 and 2.5 thousand b.p. [18] are synthesized in Autographa californica NPV. There are no similar data regarding B. mori NPV. Since B. mori NPV is a genotypic variant of A. californica NPV, it is possible to assume the same
situation for the former. This was our basis for determining the boundaries of genome regions of *B. mori* NPV for the search of miRs. The regions, containing only two predicted polyhedrin transcripts (1.16 and 3.4 thousand b.p.) and both p10 transcripts, were selected for the investigation. This selection was conditioned by the fact that transcripts of 1.16 and 3.4 thousand b.p. cover gene *orf 1629*, and the transcript of 2.5 thousand b.p. – gene *p74*, located on the complementary chain. Polyhedrin transcript of 4.9 thousand b.p. was not investigated since it goes beyond the selected region. The location of the defined polyhedrin region in the genome of *B. mori* NPV is 128298–3404, and that of p10 region – 108411–110961. If A in AUG codon is taken for the reference point, these regions are –116–3404 (hereinafter ph) and –86–2565 (hereinafter p10), respectively. Transcripts of 1.16 and 3.4 thousand b.p. correspond to transcripts –51–1129ph and –51–3404ph; two p10 transcripts – to transcripts –71–630p10 and –71–2565p10.

As shown, the secondary structure of –51–1129ph transcript contains two stem-loop structures, one of which (slsph) is processed into the mature miR, and the other (sls2ph) does not pass the filters of the programmes, used. The secondary structure of the second transcript –51–3404ph contains 12 hairpins, sls1p1ph among them. Among the remaining stem-loop structures, three do not pass the programme filters and eight are processed only into pre-miRs. Since the figures of secondary structures are too lengthy, they are not presented in the current work, while sls characteristics will be considered further with regard to the discussion of alternative transcripts. –51–1129ph is likely to translate into polyhedrin [17].

Therefore, according to our prediction the transcript –51–3404ph may be h-pri-miR. A similar situation is observed for two transcripts of –86–2565p10 region. Our data demonstrate that the secondary structure of a smaller transcript (0.75 thousand b.p.) contains the only sls1, processed into miR. Besides sls1, a larger transcript (2.5 thousand b.p.) contains six hairpins, which are processed in pre-miR, but do not pass the filters of other programmes. Similar to transcript –51–3404ph, transcript –71–2565p10 may act as h-pri-miR.

Logics of the approach to the search for miR in alternative transcripts are presented below. All the existing programmes of predicting candidate pre-miR are based on the search for some stem-loop structures, corresponding to specific requirements. In reality pre-miR hairpins are processed from the primary transcripts – pri-miR. The search for h-pri-miR among alts is complicated, because promoters, from which pri-miR transcription is initiated, are not determined exactly, though pri-miRs are known to be transcribed by RNA-polymerase II from TATA-promoters mainly [19]. The transcription of pri-miRs may take place from other sequences as well [20]. We decided to start the search for miRs from the prediction of h-pri-miRs among various alts. The boundaries of alternative transcripts were determined from predicted promoters TATA to polyT (at least four T) sequences.

The region –116–3404ph contains six predicted promoters and 33 polyT-terminating sequences, and the region –86–2565p10 – nine promoters and 19 polyT-sequences. These data were the basis for our investigation of 148 alts-ph and 114 alts-p10. 148 alts-ph contain 19 unique sls-ph. Then unique alternative transcripts were selected according to the following principle: besides the required hairpin, alt, minimal in size, should contain a minimal number of other hairpins. Only 11 unique transcripts out of 148 alts-ph contained all 19 sls-ph, and 16 unique ones out of 114 alts-p10 contained 21 sls-p10. All the results of investigation of sls characteristics are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

As shown in Table 1, sls3-ph, sls6-ph, sls7-ph, sls10-ph, sls17-ph, sls19-ph are processed from unique alt-ph, while other sls-ph – from two or more alt-ph. Sls1-p10, sls5-p10, sls7-p10, sls9-p10, sls14-p10, sls16-p10, sls18-p10–sls21-p10 are also processed from unique alt-p10 (Table 2). All alts, containing the only processed sls, may be considered as candidates for h-pri-miRs.

The data of Table 1, column 5, demonstrate that 13 sls-ph (sls1–sls6, sls8–sls12, sls16, sls17) are Drosha substrates, while among 21 sls-p10 (Table 2, column 5) – 18 (sls1–sls4, sls6–sls13, sls15–sls17, sls19–sls21) are Drosha substrates. Among 32 selected sls, five sls-ph (sls1, sls3, sls11, sls12, sls16) and five sls-p10 (sls2, sls7, sls8, sls17, sls19) pass the “real” and “pseudo” filters (Tables 1 and 2, column 6). Among 10
selected real and pseudo hairpins, real sls1-ph, sls11-ph, sls2-ph and sls2-p10 pass the RNAfold filter (Tables 1 and 2, column 7). Among four selected “real” and “pseudo” hairpins, three (sls1-ph, sls11-ph, sls2-p10) are Dicer substrates. Therefore we accepted the hairpins, processed from them, as predicted pre-miR and indicated them as bmo-pre-miR-1ph, bmo-pre-miR-2ph and bmo-pre-miR-3p10, respectively, and we considered alts, containing them, as predicted h-pri-miRs (see their location in Tables 1 and 2). Sls12-ph does not pass Dicer filter. The authors of [13] consider hairpins that are not Dicer substrates to be candidate (C) miRs. Therefore, we indicated sls, passing all the filters, but for Dicer, as predicted candidate precursors of miRs – pre-miR-1Cph, and alts, containing them, as corresponding h-pri-miR (see Tables 1 and 2).

Fig. 1 presents secondary structures of three h-pri-miRs. All three h-pri-miRs contain two sls each.
Although sls2-ph is Drosha and Dicer substrate, it is not real, and does not pass the filter of folding free energy (Table 1). As for sls9-ph and sls3-p10, they are Drosha substrates, but they do not pass the filters of other programmes. Therefore, we indicated h-pri-miRs, presented in Fig. 1 as h-pri-miR-1ph, h-pri-miR-2ph and h-pri-miR-3p10. Fig. 2 presents the secondary structure of h-pri-miR-1Cph. Sls11 is processed to mature miR-2ph, and sls12 – to candidate pre-miR-1Cph. Fig. 3 demonstrates three sls, processed to mature miRs, and one sls, processed to candidate pre-miR-C.

Using the developed programme of predicting virus miRs (Vir-Mirdb), the authors of [21] revealed 11 pre-miR in the plus-strand of the genome of *B. mori* NPV, from which 22 miRs are cut out (one miR from each shoulder of pre-miR). It is hard to agree to these data as a mature miR is usually cut out from one 5'-shoulder. Besides, all miRs, predicted by the authors of [21], contain 26 nucleotides each, while miRscan has apparently the length of miRs, equal to 21 nucleotides, which is closer to the length of miRs in vivo. The same source of the genome nucleotide sequence was used by...
these authors and us; nevertheless, they have not revealed pre-miR-1ph, pre-miR-2ph and pre-miR-3p10, predicted by us. However, they found a hairpin, which suits pre-miR-1Cph, predicted by us. Contrary to their data, this pre-miR-1Cph is not processed by Dicer as Table 1 (sls12) demonstrates.

It is noteworthy that while miR-1ph, miR-2ph and miR-3p10 are the only representatives among h-pri-miRs, predicted by us, they are also found in all investigated als, containing the regions of their localization. It is possible that predicted mature miRs – miR-1ph, miR-2ph and miR-3p10 – will also be present, and therefore, processed in other unknown real alternative transcripts, synthesized in the cell (not only from promoters TATA and TAAG to polyT-sequence). miRs-ph, predicted by us, are completely complementary to mRNA orf 1629, and miR-3p10 – to mRNA p74. Therefore, if these miRs exist, they should function similar to siRNA. In such case mRNA should split in the regions, complementary to the predicted miRs. Since miRs-1ph and miR-3p10 are complementary to 3'-UTR mRNA orf 1629 and p74, respectively, the participation of these miRs in the regulation of expression of genes orf 1629 and p74 may be assumed.

Similar situation is possible for of A. californica NPV. As shown in [17], a transcript of 3.2 thousand b.p. is synthesized from the complementary chain in the region of A. californica NPV, containing the polyhedrin gene. It contains two open reading frames (orf 1629 and orf 603) and covers the polyhedrin gene. The synthesis of transcript starts prior to mRNA of polyhedrin and it vanishes with the appearance of polyhedrin, though its fragments are still observed.

In 1990 the authors explained this phenomenon by three reasons: 1) destruction of promoter complexes from the 3'-end of polyhedrin gene by RNA-polymerase, transcribing polyhedrin; 2) formation of double-stranded RNA from polyhedrin mRNA; 3) negative regulation of promoter orf 1629 by polyhedrin. At that time they could not assume the participation of microRNA in this process, as microRNAs were discovered only in the beginning of this century. We assume the participation of miR, encoded in polyhedrin gene, in the regulation of synthesis of the transcript, containing orf 1629 and orf 603. In this case transcript of 3.2 thousand b.p. will be split. We plan further investigation on the detection of miRs in the region of the genome of A. californica NPV, containing polyhedrin genes orf 1629 and orf 603.
навтивных транскриптах, синтезируемых не только с TAAG-промоторным элементом, но и с TATA-промоторными элементами, расположенными в участках генома ВЯП В. mori, включающих генны p10 и p10. **Методы.** Поиск miRs осуществляли с помощью биоинформатических программ предсказания miR: MiPred, miRNA SVM, Microprocessor SVM и RNAfold. **Результаты.** Предсказано, что участок, содержащий ген p10, может кодировать две miRs (bmoNPV-miR-1ph, bmoNPV-miR-2p10) и один потенциальный (C) предшественник miR — bmoNPV-pre-miR-1Cph, не являющийся субстратом для фермента Дикер. Участок, содержащий ген p10, может кодировать одну предсказанный miR — bmoNPV-pre-miR-3p10. **Выводы.** Обсуждается возможность регуляции экспрессии предсказанными miRs генов отf1629 и p74, расположенных в тех же участках комплементарной цепи.
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